The Impact of Certification

Achieving Greater Standards of Care.

EmpowerED.

The Board of Certification for Emergency Nursing® works to empower ED nurses to achieve greater
standards of care and better patient outcomes through certification. There are currently more than
46,800 nurses holding their BCEN® specialty certification. And that number is growing!

Here’s what CEN® certification could mean to your ED, and to your nurses.
Nurses are on the front lines of
your Emergency Department.

And because EDs are unpredictable,
dynamic and always in motion, your
nurses must be prepared to handle the
gamut of emergent situations, using keen
judgment and confidence.

In a study, 80% of nurses said
certification made them feel
more capable on the job.

Nurses with specialty
certifications are more
knowledgeable and are sure
on their feet. They act swiftly
and make fewer errors.

Nurses who achieve CEN
certification have greater career
satisfaction and opportunities.
Studies show a number of
benefits to CEN nurses including
opportunities for higher salaries,
job advancement, and nursing
self-efficacy.

Nursing supervisors report that
nurses with CEN certification
perform more accurately,
stay current on technological
advances, treat safety as a top
priority, and exhibit a high level of
ethical behavior.

Certified nurses are more
engaged and more focused
on patient outcome.

This leads to higher retention, better risk
management, the possibility of downstream
revenue and increased market share.

Certified ED nurses have the
skills and knowledge to improve
patient outcomes

• Reducing falls
• Preventing infection
• Lessening length of stay and
improving readmission rates
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BCEN® YES YOU CAN! Get Certified Employer Exam Voucher Program

Happier Nurses. Healthier Patients. Higher-Performing Hospitals.

It’s All Within Reach!
The Board of Certification for Emergency Nursing® makes it
easier and more cost-efficient than ever to help your nurses
excel and achieve their BCEN® certification.

YES YOU CAN! is our employer exam voucher

program that allows you to offer certification opportunities to
your nursing staff.
Our volume-based voucher program with discounted tieredpricing can be purchased online for CEN®, CFRN®, CPEN®, CTRN®
and TCRN® certification exams.

Here’s How It Works:
Purchase Vouchers

Employer buys BCEN exam voucher with a credit card at
www.pearsonvue.com. Scroll to bottom of the page; click on
Voucher Store.

Receive Vouchers

Employer receives an email with the receipt and unique
voucher numbers.

Give Vouchers

Hand a unique voucher number to the nurse who
is ready to sit for the exam.

Ask us or sign up at: BCEN.org/yes-you-can-voucher-program
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